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A Day at the Zoo 
Finished quilt size approximately 68” square 

Yardage and Cutting Instructions 

 ALL Fabrics need to be cut into 5” strips (NOT 5½”). Any additional cutting is listed below 

each fabric. 

 

Border and Kangaroo Pen 1⅜ yards (9 strips) 

Set aside 6 strips for outer borders 

 Four 18½” rectangles 

 Four 5” squares  

 

Background (B) 1⅝ yards (11 strips) 

Set aside 6 strips for inner borders 

 Four 14” strips 

 Eight 9½” strips 

 Nine 5” squares 

Elephant, Giraffe, Monkey and Hippo 

Pens ⅓ yard each (2 strips) 

That’s FOUR fabrics, 2 strips each.  

For each fabric: 

 Three 18½” rectangles 

 Four 5” squares 

 

 

1 Sew 5” Kangaroo to 5” B. Repeat to make 4 Kangaroo+B units 

2 
Sew 5” Elephant to 5” B to make one Elephant+B. Repeat with Giraffe, Monkey 

and Hippo. 

3 

Sew Kangaroo+B unit to Elephant+B unit to make an 18½” 

Kangaroo+B+Elephant+B row. Repeat with Giraffe, Monkey and Hippo to make 

Kangaroo+B+Giraffe+B, Kangaroo+B+Monkey+B and Kangaroo+B+Hippo+B 

units. 

4 

Sew 18½” Kangaroo to the long side of each of the Kangaroo+B+animal+B rows 

you‟ve already made.  The Kangaroo pieces should form a backward “L”. Let‟s call 

these units George the Zookeeper. 

5 Sew 9½” B to Kangaroo end of all Georges (it will be touching 2 Kangaroo pieces). 

6 
Get out your 5” animals. Sew a pair of each: Giraffe+Hippo, Hippo+Monkey, 

Monkey+Elephant, Elephant+Giraffe. Don’t press. 

7 
Sew 5” Elephant to 14” B along the short end to make a row. Repeat with 5” 

Giraffe, Monkey and Hippo. Mark the animal square as bottom on all of the units. 

8 

Sew 18½” Giraffe to the long left side of the 18½” Elephant+B unit you‟ve already 

sewn. Repeat: Elephant to B+Monkey, Monkey to B+Hippo, Hippo to B+Giraffe. 

We‟ll call these units Terry the Zookeeper. 
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9 Sew 9½” B to animal end of all Terrys. 

10 
Pair up each George and Terry by finding matching 5” animals squares in each. Fold 

each pair together and set aside. 

11 

Choose a George+Terry pair. Lay out the units with Terry‟s 9½” B at the top and 

George‟s 9½” B at the bottom. The matching animal squares should be separated by 

a Kangaroo strip. Sew Terry to the right edge of George. This is an Animal Pen. 

Repeat with each George+Terry pair until you‟ve sewn all four pens. 

12 

Find the Elephant Pen – that‟s the one with an 18½” Elephant at the side. Sew 

another 18½” Elephant to the edge of the Pen so that the two long Elephants form 

a backward “L”. Repeat with Giraffe, Monkey and Hippo. 

13 

Find the 5” animal pairs you‟ve already sewn. Sew 18½” Elephant to the Monkey 

end of the Monkey+Elephant pair to get a 27½” Elephant+Monkey+Elephant row. 

Don’t press. Repeat to make Giraffe+Elephant+Giraffe, Monkey+Hippo+Monkey, 

and Hippo+Giraffe+Hippo rows. 

14 

Lay the Elephant+Monkey+Elephant strip next to the Elephant Pen, aligning the 

two 5” Monkeys. Look at the direction the seam allowances are pressed on the 5” 

Monkey on the Elephant Pen, and press the Elephant+Monkey+Elephant strip so 

that the seams will nest. Sew the strip to the Pen. Repeat, matching the strips with 

the Pens. You now have four complete Animal Pens. You should have ONE 5” B 

square left. 

15 

Lay out the four Pens in a square shape: Monkey Pen at top left, Hippo Pen at top 

right, Elephant Pen at bottom left, Giraffe Pen at bottom right. Spin the Pens until 

the center Kangaroo Pen appears. There will be a „hole‟ in the middle of the quilt. 

Put the 5” B square in the hole. 

16 

Flip the 5” B square over onto the Monkey Pen, lining up the edges. Sew the square 

from the bottom edge of the Monkey Pen, stopping your seam about 1½” from the 

end of the B square. 

17 
Sew the Elephant Pen to the Monkey Pen along the edge that has the center 5” B 

square.  

18 
Sew the Giraffe Pen to the Elephant Pen, then sew the Hippo Pen to the Giraffe 

Pen. Be sure to always be adding pens to the edge that has the center 5” B square. 

19 
Sew the Hippo Pen to the Monkey Pen, closing up the partial seam. (Surprise! 
Partial seam!) 

20 
Sew the remaining B strips together end to end. Measure the Zoo and attach these 

as inner borders. 

21 Measure the quilt top again and add outer Kangaroo border. 

 


